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Deep City Project
Reversing the ‘needs to resources’ paradigm
• (re)source potentials before projects or planning
• think multi-use and in terms of synergies and conflicts: buildable 

space, groundwater, geothermal energy and geomaterials
• underground: a complement to surface 

development/preservation

Some Outputs of Deep City
• Development of a diagnostic mapping method
• Matrix of interactions between the resources
• Cost/energy simulations of a commercial UG project
• Spatial econometric analysis of surface/subsurface 

multilevel spaces. 



Diagnostic Mapping Method



Diagnostic Mapping Method

1. Elements
• GIS layers and their 

formats.
• e.g. geology, 

groundwater, urban 
form, land uses, 
vegegation, etc. 

2. Features
• Characteristics of the 

elements.
• E.g. compressibility, 

saturation, water 
content. 

• In absence of 
measured data: 
Analytic Hierarchy 
Process and expert 
evaluation. 

3. Relationships
• N-dimensions
• Resolution of storage 

(matrix)
• From possible to 

existing (recorded) 
interactions (conflicts 
or synergies).

• Priorities in the 
planning process: 
AHP or decision 
support systems.

4. Rendering
• 2D maps
• 3D models
• Descriptive or 

correlational statistics 
(e.g. spatial-
econometrics)
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Dakar, Senegal
Geology 
• three zones: sands on marl (Cap-

Vert); volcanic and alluvium over 
older sand deposits; sands over 
marl/limestone

• sands are porous; marl absorbent 
but prone to swelling; volcanic 
highly impermeable 

Hydrogeology
• two important aquifer systems 
• quaternary sands on isthmus 

(unconfined) à vulnerable
• infrabasaltic sands (confined under 

volcanic) à well-protected



Features Resource Potentials
Quantification
• meetings with local actors (planners / 

geologists)
• participatory exercise with geologists / 

geotechnical engineers via the web. 



Urban Centrality
Spatial analytics
• accessibility to built volume (latent 

centrality potential)
• multiplication of metrics (measures 

and network radii) 
• centrality: can be ‘good’ or ‘bad’ 



Underground Potential
0-15 m deep (AHP); four resources + urban centrality
Aggregation of potentials

Advantage
- quantitative representation
Disadvantage
- potentials blend together
- few layers (‘small data’)



Characterization of the Urban Volume (Geneva)
All depths; four resources + urban centrality; ‘relationships’ by Self-Organizing Map algorithm
Indexing of potentials (similar colors = similar properties; ordinal values) 



Challenging ‘Myths’ about the Underground



Montreal Indoor City: Economic synergies between 
subsurface and surface commercial spaces
High connectivity improves rental value for both indoor and outdoor commercial spaces.
Multilevel commercial spaces are not in principle detrimental to street-level retail. 



Arguments For/Against Underground Construction
Method: Review of press in Switzerland and Europe (English, French and German); < 10 years

Most Frequent Arguments AGAINST

1. Uncertainties due to geological or 
archaeological conditions of the 
underground.

2. Negative impact on project costs, linked to 
excavation or an uncertain project duration.

3. Higher energy consumption due to primary 
(excavation) or embodied (concrete) than for 
a surface project. 
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consideration for the context and with no consideration for the geological conditions of the site.
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Response to Arguments

1. Uncertainties in practice (in CH) often linked to 
insufficient geological investigations in the planning 
phase.

2. Higher cost in excavation can be compensated by 
savings in façade construction and maintenance, 
particularly in favorable underground conditions.

3. A higher initial energy consumption is compensated 
by a lower one during operation due to the thermal 
conditions of the ground (UG can even consume 
12% less)

IMPORTANT: arguments adopted from previous experiences without question, without 
consideration for the context and with no consideration for the geological conditions of the site.



Further Work

Challenging Misconceptions about Underground Construction

1. Article for a scientific journal and the local press.
2. Additional meetings with local officials (planning, environmental mgmt., etc.)
3. Meetings with producers of the sustainability benchmarking tools in Switzerland.
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